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SEOUL HIGHLIGHT

Seoul is capital city and biggest metropolitan city in South Korea. Center of Korean Finance, Culture, Political, and Retail. Seoul is
home for 25.6 million populations (Half of national population), recorded world 5th most populated city, recorded 8th world biggest
city in the world. Seoul is significant city of Korean history for decades. Seoul is divided into Northern and Southern Part by Han
River. You can see more traditional aspect in Northern part of Seoul and Modern aspect in Southern part of Seoul.
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KOREA at glance.

BASIC INFORMATION
Official Name: Republic of Korea (R.O.K)
Time: KST, Korean Standard Time (UTC +09:00)
National Holiday: August 15, 1945 (Independence Day)
Official Language: Korean (Han Geok Eo) English is official second language that is taught in school, but it is not used in daily basis.
Monetary Unit: South Korean Won (KRW) Bank operates in 09:00 to 16:00 except Sat. and Sun. Accepts Visa, Matercard, AMEX, and 
other cards.
Electricity and Voltage: 220V
Season: 4 Seasons (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter) Temperature in Celsius 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

-3.4° -1.1° 4.5° 11.8° 17.4° 21.5° 24.6° 25.4° 20.6° 14.3° 6.6° -0.4°
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REVOLUTIONARY.

From past decades of years, Korea was not the place 
where infrastructure was ready. Korea didn’t have any 
resources available and already falling behind. 

60 years of time was just enough for Koreans to make 
current blooming present. It was all because of the 
thoughts and perspective which Korea seen for years. 

Experience and Understand the thoughts and mindset 
of Korean Corporations.

.



Stories of survival

Story from history book is delivered from people who passed away. 
But Korea is the place where history is still written by the 
generations who survived and witness the miracles of South Korea
History that can be still look, hear, touch, and experience.

Opportunity

Opportunity what describes Korea.
Korea was land of no opportunity. What drive Korea to be 
the country where become land of opportunity and possibility 
that others didn’t see. What drove people to now? 

Unique

Country where have been colonized but kept their own 
culture and language. What uniqueness that culture, land, and 
mindset have and reasons to kept even by sacrificing. 

Limitless

60 Years of unlimited development.
From poorest country to G20 country. 
What is the protentional and what is the key driver. 

. .

. .



Korea Tourism Organization
M.I.C.E 
Support 
Program
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Let us 
Map
your SOUL
KOREA.
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